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A B S T R A C T

A local approach coupling atomic force microscopy (AFM) observations and polycrystal finite element calculations is proposed to provide data at the slip-band scale. From AFM measurements of slip bands emerging at the specimen surface during tensile loading, and from numerical results of strain fields at the grain scale, the method is able to determine at the local discrete scale the mean slip-band spacing and the number of dislocations emerging during the plastic strain. The methodology applied in the hydrogen embrittlement context highlights, quantitatively, at the grain scale an increased plastic strain localization with internal hydrogen.
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1. Introduction

In the case of austenitic stainless steels, hydrogen—plasticity interaction can lead to various kinds of degradation as a severe ductility reduction associated with a brittle-like intergranular and transgranular cracking [1]. At the microscopic scale, transmission electron microscopy observations highlighted the effect of hydrogen on the dislocation mobility, the dislocation density in pile-ups, and other mechanisms such as cross slip [2]. At the mesoscopic scale, correlations between slip-band emergence and dislocation pattern were clearly established [3,4]. In a previous statistical study, slip-band feature, observed using atomic force microscopy (AFM), have been used to provide a quantitative analysis of the effect of hydrogen on plastic strain localization [5] of strained AISI 316L stainless steel samples as a function of the macroscopic plastic strain level, the grain size and the hydrogen content. However a more important effect of hydrogen uptake could be masked by mechanical field heterogeneities that develop in polycrystals under tension due to the geometry and crystallographic orientation of grains. Such an heterogeneity induces a very different response to the hydrogen absorption from one grain to another [6]. In this work, a local approach coupling atomic force microscopy measurements and polycrystal finite element calculations is proposed to obtain data at the slip-band scale.

Crystal plasticity finite element model is used to calculate intra and intergranular heterogeneities of mechanical fields. There is a good agreement between the 3-D computation results, based on the mesh of the real 3-D microstructure, and the local strain field measurements [7]. The results, obtained at the continuous mesoscopic scale can highlight the deformation incompatibilities at the grain boundaries. But this scale of modeling prevents any direct comparison with measurements obtained from local techniques such as AFM [3,8–11] and EBSD [12–14] which provide informations at the discrete scale. Indeed, crystal plasticity finite element model correctly estimates the shear intensity and the slip system activation, but the strain heterogeneity location may differ from AFM-measurements [15], and it cannot specify the slip band position, nor their height and spacing. Thus, a numerical strain field
can match with several morphologies observed by AFM (Fig. 1). A new methodology is proposed to overcome this limitation: The AFM results are used to describe the behavior of the average individual slip-bands and the numerical results provide the state of plasticity observed at the scale of continuous slip systems and are used to interpret the AFM results.

Before the description of experimental and numerical methods, the influence of the subsurface geometry of grains is investigated. Then, the coupling between AFM measurements of slip bands emerging at the stainless steel surface during the plastic strain, and numerical results of strain fields at the grain scale is presented. Finally, the methodology is applied in the hydrogen embrittlement context to quantify the effect of hydrogen on the plastic strain localization at the slip-band scale.

2. Influence of the subsurface geometry of the grains

When aiming at modeling explicitly microstructures, it is not always possible to reproduce a real 3D microstructure by volumetric analysis, such as X-ray tomography or destructive metallographic cuts [7,16,17]. A common way consists in building a 2-D or extended 2-D mesh from EBSD measurements. In this case, it is important to keep in mind the bias introduced by a simplified mesh generation. When the sample thickness is larger than the grain size, metallurgical studies [18] highlight that the subsurface grain geometry can strongly affect the plasticity in surface. In this part, assuming that the computations using real 3-D meshes are in agreement with the local measured strain fields [7,18], we evaluate the differences between computations using real 3-D and 2-D or extended 2-D meshes when the grain size is close to the thickness of the specimen. The reference microstructures are synthetic 3-D polycrystals of approximately 24 grains modeled and meshed using 3-D voronoi process. Crystal orientation of grains are randomly assigned to each Gauss point. Different set of crystal orientations are tested for each 3-D microstructure. The 2-D meshes are extracted from the grain geometry of each face, and the extended 2-D meshes are obtained by extension of the 2-D meshes (Fig. 2) into the thickness direction. Mechanical fields are obtained by finite element calculation using the code ZeBuLoN [19]. Crystal elastoplasticity model based on 12 slip systems for FCC crystal (Table 1) is used to describe the mechanical behavior [20]. The whole equations and the material parameters, determined from experimental tensile test curve, are recalled in the section (3.2).

Finite Element result
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**Fig. 1.** Numerical result of plastic slip can match several morphologies observed by AFM.

Homogeneous strain boundary conditions are applied to the meshes to simulate a uniaxial tensile test at a constant strain rate of $10^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$ up to 2% plastic strain.

Maps of the cumulated plastic slip $\gamma_{pi}$ at the free surfaces after 2% plastic strain are showed in Fig. 3. The local cumulative plastic slip is heterogeneous and presents some intense localization zone in which the plastic strain can reach up to six times the imposed deformation. Compared to the real 3-D microstructure, the plastic slip heterogeneities of the extended 2-D mesh are located at the same place. In this case, the mean relative error is about 25%. But for the 2-D mesh, the plastic localization zones are different and the mean cumulated plastic slip error is about 100% relative to the 3-D polycrystal.

The maps of the most activated slip plane and of the number of activated planes are drawn in Fig. 4, and 5. The number of activated planes ($n_{pi}^{act}$) is determined according to the Cailletaud’s definition of a $<==significantly activated system:==>21$ transposed to the slip plane. If the plastic slip by slip plane exceeds 10% the maximum slip value of all slip planes, the plane is considered as significantly activated (Fig. 5).

$$n_{pi}^{act} = \sum_{i=1}^{4} H(\gamma_{Pi} - 0.1\gamma_{Pmax})$$ (1)

with $\gamma_{Pi}$ the plastic slip on the plane $P_i$ defined by the sum of all plastic slips on the slip plane, and $\gamma_{Pmax}$ the maximum slip value of all slip planes. According to the maps of the most activated slip plane and of the number of activated planes, there is a good agreement between the results obtain with the real 3-D mesh and the columnar microstructure. On the contrary, for half of the surface grains, the index of the most activated slip system given by the 2-D modeling is different from one’s obtained with the real 3-D microstructure. It is of clear evidence that a 2-D modeling cannot provide accurately, neither the local plastic strain at the surface, neither the activated slip plane. Therefore, when the grain size is close to the sample thickness, using an extruded microstructure is appropriate to represent the surface phenomena, both the most activated plane and the number of slip systems but also the plastic strain level.

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plane</th>
<th>$p^i$</th>
<th>$p^j$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>$[1\ 1\ 1]$</td>
<td>$[1\ 1\ 1]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System</td>
<td>$s_{1}^1$</td>
<td>$s_{2}^1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direction</td>
<td>$[\overline{1}\ 1\ 0]$</td>
<td>$[1\ 0\ 1]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plane</td>
<td>$p^j$</td>
<td>$p^k$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>$[\overline{1}\ 1\ 1]$</td>
<td>$[1\ 1\ 1]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System</td>
<td>$s_{1}^2$</td>
<td>$s_{2}^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direction</td>
<td>$[0\ 1\ 1]$</td>
<td>$[1\ 1\ 0]$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Fig. 2.** Methodology of 2-D and extended 2-D mesh generation.

![Diagram](image5)
3. Methods

3.1. Experimental method

An AISI 316L austenitic stainless steel having an homogeneous coarse microstructure with an equiaxial grain size of 300 μm is used. Uniaxial tensile tests are performed in air, at room temperature, and at a constant strain rate of $10^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$ up to 3.5% plastic strain [22]. Electron Back-Scattering Diffraction (EBSD) analysis provides a map of the crystallographic orientations of the investigated area of 2000 × 3000 μm (EBSD analysis step: 14 μm) and is used to build the numerical model. The deformed sample surfaces
Fig. 5. Number of activated slip plane at the free surfaces (upper and lower surfaces, respectively) after 2% plastic strain for the 2-D, 3-D and extended 2-D meshes.

Fig. 6. Methodology of the coupling AFM-observations and finite element results to obtain data at the slip-band scale. The picture shows for the hydrogen-free sample: a) inverse Pole of the observed grains, b) optic image of the strained sample, c) 3D AFM images, d) AFM cross-sections, e) EBSD map, f) mesh and g) numerical cumulated plastic slip.
are characterized by AFM high resolution topography (VEECO type Dimension 3100) used in contact mode, perpendicularly to the slip bands (Fig. 6a). The scan size is 50 × 50 µm², with 512 pixels per scan line (0.097 µm pixel size). The Atomic Force Microscope being equipped with an optical microscope, AFM scans are performed in the middle of each chosen grain to avoid the grain boundary effect and to observe only primary slip system. Grains showing a too strong heterogeneous deformation are removed from the analyses. For each observed grain, slip-band heights \( h \) and slip-band spacings \( s \) are measured using an in-house image analysis software from the profiles extracted from the topographical AFM images (Fig. 6). About 12 grains, ie about 500 slip-lines per polycristal are observed to obtain statistically meaningful data. A previous statistical analysis [5] showed that the distributions of \( h \) and \( s \) were fairly well approximated by a log normal law. The calculation of the mean number of emerged dislocations \( \langle n \rangle \) was performed by AFM-profile by normalizing data with a logarithmic transformation according Neyman and Scott’s formula [23]. The Fig. 7 shows that the mean displacement \( \bar{u} \) is equal to the sum of the displacements along the three slip directions of this slip plane \( u \) and \( u \) and \( u \) (Eq. (2)); \( S \) corresponding to the slip systems related to the slip plane \( P \) and the slip directions \( m \) (j ranging from 1 to 3) (see Table 1). The displacement results from the emergence of dislocations having glided on the plane \( P \) and can be expressed as the sum of the mean number of emerged dislocations \( \langle n \rangle \) and the Burgers’ vector \( \vec{b} \) (Eq. (3)).

For each slip plane \( P \), the mean slip band height \( \langle h \rangle \) measured by AFM corresponds to the projection of the displacement \( \bar{u} \) on the sample surface normal \( \vec{z} \) and is given by:

\[
\langle h \rangle = \sum_{S \in P} \left| \bar{u}_S \cdot \vec{z} \right| \tag{4}
\]

\[
\langle h \rangle = \sum_{S \in P} \left| \langle n \rangle \vec{b} \cdot \vec{z} \right| \tag{5}
\]

![Fig. 7. Link between the mean displacement \( \bar{u} \) and the displacements along the three slip directions of this slip plane \( u \), \( u \), and \( u \).](image)

Thus, a slip band height \( \langle h \rangle \) measured by AFM is the sum of the slip band heights \( \langle h \rangle \) on each of the three slip systems of the plane \( P \) (Eq. (6)). However, the AFM measurements are not able to determine these values, since no information can be obtained about the slip system activation from those measurements. Therefore, numerical calculations are performed to reach some informations unreachable experimentally.

### 3.2. Modeling

On each grain, plastic slips are determined by finite element computation using the FE code ZebuLoN [19]. The extended 2-D microstructures are obtained by extruding into the thickness direction, the surface beforehand meshed by free meshing technique with Delaunay triangles from the EBSD data (Fig. 6). Crystal orientations (Euler’s angles) and material properties are assigned to each Gauss point. The mechanical behavior of the AISI 316L austenitic stainless steel is described by a crystal elasto-plasticity model as proposed by Caillétaud et al. [20]. Cubic elasticity is used to describe the elastic behavior (Eq. (7)).

\[
\tau^S = \sigma : S - \tau_c^S - \sigma \vec{n} \cdot \vec{m}
\]

where \( \alpha \) is the orientation tensor of the slip system \( S \) corresponding to the slip plane \( P \) and the slip direction \( m \) (Eq. (8)).

\[
S = \frac{1}{2} (m \otimes m - \vec{n} \otimes \vec{n})
\]

With \( n \) the normal of the slip plane \( P \). The shear rate \( \dot{\gamma}^S \) on the slip system with a threshold \( \tau_c^S \) is given by (Eq. (9)).

\[
\dot{\gamma}^S = \frac{\frac{\tau^S - \dot{\gamma}^S}{K} - \tau_c^S}{\frac{\tau^S - \dot{\gamma}^S}{K} - \tau_c^S} n
\]

where \( K \) and \( n \) characterize the material rate sensitivity, and \( \dot{\gamma}^S \) the back stress. In this study, only monotonic loading is considered. Consequently, the evolution of the critical resolved shear stress can be described by a nonlinear isotropic hardening law (Eq. (10)).

\[
\tau_c^S = \tau_0^S + \sum Q h_{RS} 1 - e^{-t \gamma_c^{RS}} \quad \text{with } \gamma_c^{RS} = \int_0^t \frac{\dot{\gamma}}{\dot{\gamma}} \ dt
\]

The parameters \( \tau_0^S \) and \( Q \) are optimized by fitting the results obtained from the finite element calculations and the experimental tensile test curve of the same polycrystal. Crystal plasticity model coefficients are \( K = 50 \) MPa s\(^1\), \( n = 25 \), \( \gamma_0^S = 18.1 \) MPa, \( Q = 85.0 \), \( b = 1.46 \). Self hardening and latent hardening due to interactions between slip systems are introduced by the interaction matrix \( H_{RS} \). This matrix was optimized by Guilhem [24] for the AISI 316L stainless steel. (\( h_1 = 1.0, h_2 = 1.0, h_3 = 0.6, h_4 = 12.3, h_5 = 1.6, h_6 = 1.3 \)). Homogeneous strain boundary conditions are applied to
the extended 2-D mesh to simulate a uniaxial tensile test at a constant strain rate of \(10^{-3}\) s\(^{-1}\) up to a plastic strain of 3.5%.

The finite element method (FEM) computations provide the local plastic slip \(\gamma_S^i\) of each slip system of each grain.

### 4. Coupling AFM-observations and finite element calculations

Experimental mean values \(\langle h_{AFM}^j \rangle\) and \(\langle s_{AFM}^j \rangle\) are expressed in the frame of the sample. These scalar values result from the projection of the displacement \(u_{PAFM}\) on the sample normal \(\mathbf{Z}\) and the scan direction called \(d_{PAFM}\), respectively. \(d_{PAFM}\) is orthogonal to the slip lines related to the observed slip plane \(h_{AFM}^j\), that will be determined according to Eqs. (16) and (17). On the contrary, numerical results are given in the local frame of the crystal, and have to be expressed in the macroscopic frame according (Eq. (11)).

\[
e^S_e \cdot R = \gamma_S^i, \quad R = \begin{pmatrix} \mathbf{x}^S & \mathbf{Z} \end{pmatrix}
\]

Where \(e^S_e\) is the plastic strain tensor and \(R\) is the orientation tensor for the slip system \(S^i\) (Eq. (8)).

The plastic strain expressed in the AFM-frame \(\gamma_{S^i}^{proj}\) is calculated by two projections of the strain tensor, firstly on the surface sample normal \(\mathbf{Z}\) and then on the scan direction \(d_p\) (Eq. (12)).

\[
\gamma_{S^i}^{proj} = \left( e^S_e \cdot \mathbf{Z} \right) \cdot d_p = \gamma_{S^i}^{proj} = \begin{pmatrix} \mathbf{R} & \mathbf{Z} \end{pmatrix} \cdot d_p
\]

Considering a region sufficiently close to the sample surface to ensure that all the experimental dislocations from a slip system \(S^i\) generate slip bands, the slip \(\gamma_{S^i}^{proj}\) is related to the mean slip band height \(\langle h_S^i \rangle\) and spacing \(\langle s_S^i \rangle\) (see Fig. 8) through the following relation.

\[
\langle s_S^i \rangle = \frac{\langle s_p^i \rangle}{\langle h_S^i \rangle}, \quad \forall S^i \in P^j
\]

The link between the mean value of the slip-band height of a slip plane \(P^j\), its spacing, and a value \(\gamma_{S^i}^{proj}\) corresponding to the sum of the plastic glide on each slip system belonging to the plane \(\gamma_{S^i}^{proj}\), can be done according (Eq. (14)).

\[
\langle h_p^j \rangle = \sum_{S^i \in P^j} \langle h_S^i \rangle \quad \langle s_p^j \rangle = \sum_{S^i \in P^j} \langle s_S^i \rangle \gamma_{S^i}^{proj} = \langle s_p^j \rangle \gamma_{S^i}^{proj}
\]

Fig. 8. Link between the mean value of the slip-band height of a slip plane \(P^j\), its spacing, and a value \(\gamma_{S^i}^{proj}\) corresponding to the sum of the plastic glide on each slip system belonging to the plane \(\gamma_{S^i}^{proj}\).

The Eq. (15) is valid whatever the plane \(P^j\) considered. But the AFM measurements were carried out on the steps corresponding to a specific plane, which is named \(P_{AFM}\). To know the slip plane observed by AFM, it is necessary to define the experimental plastic slip \(\gamma_{exp}^i\) (Eq. (16)).

\[
\gamma_{exp}^i = \frac{\langle h_{AFM}^i \rangle}{\langle \gamma_{AFM}^i \rangle}
\]

Fig. 9. Average AFM-observed slip-band spacing \(\langle s_{PAFM}^j \rangle\) is projected to obtain the real mean value of spacing between the slip planes named \(\gamma_{PAFM}^i\) (Eq. (22)).

\[
\langle s_{PAFM}^j \rangle = \langle s_{PAFM}^j \rangle \mathbf{Z} = \langle s_{PAFM}^j \rangle K_{PAFM}^i
\]

Thus, this method is able to determine, at the local discrete scale, not only the real mean slip-band spacing taking into account
the slip plane orientation, but also the number of dislocations having emerged during the plastic strain. The proposed approach needs results from finite element calculations based on EBSD data providing informations about the surface sample microstructure (grain geometry and crystallographic orientations), and from AFM-observations performed after plastic deformation. In the next section, the method is used to quantify the effect of hydrogen on the plastic strain localization.

5. Application: effect of absorbed hydrogen on emerging dislocations

Hydrogen-free and hydrogen-charged specimens of AISI 316L stainless steel are deformed by uniaxial tensile tests, in air, at room temperature, and at a constant strain rate of $10^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$ up to 3.5% plastic strain. The average hydrogen concentration ($C_0$) in the uncharged samples (blank specimens) is $3.5 \pm 0.3$ wt.ppm, whereas the average hydrogen concentration after galvanostatic cathodic charging in 0.1 M NaOH at $95^\circ$ C and 100 mA/cm$^2$ for 6 days is...
135 ± 5 wt.ppm (see Ref. [25] for details of the experimental methods). A previous statistical analysis based on the observation of approximately 8000 slip bands on 12 specimens [5], showed that, at the polycrystal scale, a significant effect of hydrogen on the surface slip morphology was found with these experimental conditions.

Hydrogen-free and hydrogen-charged polycrystals are tested, observed and modeled (Figs. 6 and 10, respectively). The calculation of the experimental plastic slips $\tau_{exp}$ are performed from $(h_{AFM})$ and $(s_{AFM})$ (Eq. (16)), the mean-values per grain of the slip-band heights $h$ and slip-band spacings $s$ along an AFM-profile at the center of the grain. And the numerical plastic slips are averaged on the elements at the grain center. The minimization of the relative error (Eq. (17)) provides the prediction of the experimentally observed plane (Fig. 11). It was noted a good agreement between the predicted plane and the AFM-observed plane, suggesting that the proposed method of coupling is relevant. Depending on the grains, the relative error ranks between 2 % to 95 %, which is rather significant. Several points can explain these differences:

- Although located in the center of the grain, the zones used for averaging the numerical slips are slightly larger than those used for the experimental values. Due to strain heterogeneities, the mean value could be affected.
- Depending on the direction of sliding, the displacement $\bar{u}$ (Fig. 7) may vary along the slip-band. If a slip-band is not visible enough, the measurement of the slip-band spacings can be overvalued. This could explain the greater error for small deformations.
- Using a refined finite element mesh and taking into account the real 3D microstructure could improve the results for smallest grains.

Nevertheless, the scattering of the relative error is the same for hydrogen-free and hydrogen-charged grains, and it is independent of the plastic localization (Fig. 12a and 12 b)). We can conclude that the hydrogen effect highlighted in this study is relevant.

At 3.5 % macroscopic strain, Fig. 12a and b) present, the mean spacing between slip plane ($s_{proj}$) and the mean value of the number of dislocation per slip-band $N_{proj}$, respectively, as a function of the plastic slip of the corresponding slip plane $\gamma_{PAFM}$. Each data of Fig. 12 is obtained on one of the grains of each sample. On each graph, light gray and dark gray bars precise the 95% confidence intervals for the hydrogen-free and hydrogen-charged samples, respectively. Moreover, after testing the homogeneity of the variances, the calculation of the Student’s t test (2.85 and 3.32 for $N_{proj}$ and $s_{proj}$, respectively) shows that the mean values of hydrogen-free and hydrogen-charged data are significantly different at a confidence level of 99.5%. It is clearly shown that 70% of hydrogenated grains have both a higher ($N_{proj}$) and a larger ($s_{proj}$) than hydrogen-free grains. Hydrogen effect on plastic localization at the grain scale is clearly evidenced and some hydrogenated grains exhibit a number of dislocation per slip-band up to 50 times higher and a spacing between slip planes 6 times larger than an hydrogen-free grain with the same plastic slip on the observed plane. Nevertheless, for the hydrogen-charged polycrystal, the mean values of the number of dislocation per slip-band and of the spacing between slip planes are 6 times and 2.5 times higher than hydrogen-free grains. Hydrogen effect on plastic slip on the observed slip plane highlights a very high plastic strain localization for some grains, which may be critical for the initiation of environment sensitive fracture.
6. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a new methodology based on finite element crystal plasticity calculations and AFM-observations to obtain data at the slip-band scale. First of all, it is shown that, when the grain size is close to the specimen thickness, using columnar microstructure is suitable to describe the most activated slip plane, the number of slip systems, as well as the plastic strain level on each grain of the polycrystal. This method is able to provide geometrical informations on the slip-bands formed on each grain. The real mean slip-band spacing taking into account the slip plane orientation and the number of dislocations emerging during the plastic strain are obtained. A first application of the method to the effect of hydrogen on the plastic strain localization, allows the quantification of the effect of internal hydrogen on the slip morphology. The data obtained using the presented approach will be useful to link plastic localization and crack initiation in the context of hydrogen embrittlement and stress corrosion cracking.
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